Degree of difficulty/ logistical challenges experienced:

This is a series of four stories. This series was aired in Primetime of NDTV India which anchored by Mr Ravish Kumar. Our reporter followed this series for almost ten months. He went from one village to another village to understand the problems of the people. He met farmers, Cancer patients, NGO people, Factory owners etc. Even in his last story Mr. Mohapatra met Government officials, did their interview. Problems of everyone included in this report. Good news is that after the first story NGT took action against those industries in the dhatir area of palwal, Haryana. After action taken by NGT, some industries had to spend cores of rupees to set up filter machines to filter the chemical waters..

Resources available and means used for gathering information:

This basically a ground report. Mr Mohapatra met some NGO people to understand the whole problem. He went to different villages to gather information.